November 12, 2021

December 15, 2021

High Tunnel 1 is actively
resting with our Winter Cover
Crop Mix of Crimson Clover
and Winter Rye. She's
growing her own fertilizer,
feeding the soil microbes and
suppressing weeds.

In mid-March, or before the
clover and rye cover crop sets
seed, we will mow it down and
leave the residue in place as
a mulch and 'green manure'
to feed the next crop and
continue to suppress weeds.

October 16, 2021
Greetings!
The pictures above show our first high tunnel, HT1, at rest for the winter season. Built in 2007,
she has continuously produced a saleable, year-round rotation of crops for fourteen years. This
fall I decided to take HT1, along with her sister tunnel HT3, out of production for a 'rest', which
in turn, gives this farmer a bit of a rest.
Farmers, as well as other homebased business owners, know that the demands of a business
can be 24 hours, 7 days a week, every day of the year, if you let it. Scheduling 'downtime' can
be difficult, especially if the farm has livestock or crops that need to be monitored daily (hello
greenhouses). While this has always been true for the farmer and homebased business owner,
many of you have felt this same kind of pressure with pandemic lockdowns and remote work
and/ or school.
I recently read an article that outlined the seven types of 'rest' we need to re-energize as well
as avoid chronic exhaustion and burn-out. At Windcrest, the 'slow' times of the year have
always been a time for catch-up, clean-up and planning for the next season. It's a different pace
from other times, but it's still working. This year, while HT1 & HT3 are taking an active physical
rest, I am giving myself the time and making the commitment to explore all seven types of
restorative rest before the spring rush. Take a look and see if you can gift yourself at least a
few of these.
Physical Rest
Of course, a good night's sleep is essential and afternoon naps are anticipated as often as I
can indulge this passive rest, You can also engage in a more active rest, like our HT1 is doing
right now. Farming is very physical work, so my physical rest will be to break out the yoga mat
and strike a pose to keep the circulation going and tap into yoga's stress-reducing benefits.

Mental Rest
Mental rest gives us a chance to take a break from energy draining problem-solving and task
management. Taking short breaks throughout the day or planning an extended break from your
routine can do wonders for your energy. For my 'always on' brain, I'm taking a mental break by
reading fiction novels instead of the usual bulletins, manuals, research papers, and business
journals. Thanks to my friend Vicki C. for giving me a stack of novels to mentally transport me
from the farm for a few minutes each day!
Sensory Rest
No matter where we are these days, sensory overload can be unavoidable. Computers, TVs
and phone screens, music, near-by conversations, and lights, among other things, can all
assault the senses. Take a few moments to close your eyes, find a quiet place or otherwise
give yourself some space to just be. I am very sensitive to sound and cannot focus if the TV is
too loud or multiple conversations are happening around me. Luckily there are plenty of quiet
places around the farm, especially this time of year when the greenhouse exhaust fans are still
and the crew is on holiday.
Creative Rest
This has been my favorite and most energizing 'rest' this season. Many of my friends are
creatively resting right now by making cookies and handmade Christmas gifts. If you have been
following my last two newsletters, you know I have creating dried flower arrangements from
The Bloom Room. It feels good to use the right-side of my brain, and give the left-side a rest.
Emotional & Social Rest
These two 'rests' go hand-in-hand and like physical rest, can be either passive or active. If you
are a 'people pleaser' by nature, make sure you give yourself space to say 'no' if you are
feeling overwhelmed, especially during the hectic holiday season. If you're an introvert like me,
don't miss the opportunity to connect with the people and activities that bring you good energy.
Although I prefer my days to be on the farm, the coffee dates I have made to connect with
favorite people over the last few weeks have lifted my spirits!
Spiritual Rest
Connection to community, practicing meditation or prayer, keeping a gratitude journal, or simply
taking time to appreciate art or nature is a great way to rest from ordinary routines and stresses
for a moment or two. I enjoy capturing details in nature with my camera and find that just
reviewing those snapshots of natural beauty brings me a moment of peace and appreciation.
What connects you to your inner peace? Find time to do more of it!
How are you resting and recharging? Let me know!
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All of us at Windcrest Farm

wish you and yours
a very Merry Christmas!
May it be all
you hope it to be!
'Peace on Earth, Goodwill to Men'

Windcrest Farm is located in Monroe, NC.
Established in 1978, we provide Charlottemetro families, farmers, restaurants and local
businesses with USDA Certified Organic
flowers, herbs, fruits, produce, and specialty
products such as fresh baby ginger and
turmeric.
If you have a special request, please let us
know. Our Custom Grow program can help
assure you get the freshest products grown
just for you. Contact Mary at
mroberts@WindcrestOrganics.com
Mary Roberts
The Second Season Farmer

Your comments help us create the best farm experiences and your reviews help others decide
if our farm is the best in what we offer!
If you can take a moment to let us know your thoughts through a product review or comment,
we would appreciate it.
To leave a review on Google, click here and click on the Review stars to enter your comments.
If you prefer to send your comments, reviews and/or questions directly, email Mary at
mroberts@windcrestorganics.com.
Website: WindcrestOrganics.com
Facebook: WindcrestFarmOrganics
Twitter: WindcrestFarm
Instagram: WindcrestNC
Pinterest: WindcrestNC
YouTube: WindcrestFarm
Windcrest Farm | 704.764.7746 | WindcrestOrganics.com







